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ReProduct 
 animated action film 

 
In a post-human world now being reshaped by advanced robots, human warriors must be brought 
back prematurely to keep the Humachinas from making the world permanently uninhabitable. 
 

The year is 2033 and the planet is no longer habitable. Earth is quickly being decimated by 
sporadic asteroid storms and the overgrowth of human population. In response, the Long Sleep program 
has been developed under the United Nations’ “Plan A,” in which all humans are Flashed-In to servers 
that store their human data for an indefinite period of time--until the Earth is deemed habitable again. 

YULI VALERY, a handsome, rugged Seattle police officer in his mid-30’s, and PENNY FLOW, 
beautiful, brilliant Chinese-American scientist behind the creation of the Long Sleep are the year’s 
definition of a power couple. While Yuli works to diffuse tension in a world falling deeper into chaotic 
madness each day, Penny works tirelessly to Flash-In the seemingly endless line of people filing their 
way into her SOMNIUM facility.  

Suddenly renegade operatives invade the Flash-In facility, hell-bent on Flashing-In a more 
selective choice of humans by forcefully uploading a Modified Plan A into Somnium. Yuli is called to the 
scene and finds himself going head to head with RAY THE BLACK, ruthless leader of the operatives. 
Without warning a terrible asteroid storm begins to rain down, triggering Somnium’s emergency Mass-
Flash-In reaction, immediately Flashing-In everyone in the vicinity.  

Three hundred years later, 2333, the world is inhabited solely by HUMACHINAS, incredibly 
advanced, evolving humanoid robots developed by advanced servers, like Somnium. Yuli’s 
consciousness slowly comes to as he is ReProducted into a brand new body made solely for him in his 
likeness. He’s greeted by MINERVA, a complex Humachina, who looks strikingly like Penny, and is his 
protector and navigator in his new mission to take down the server proxy GAIORIUM now infected by 
the Plan B virus, which is deleting millions of humans from its database in an attempt to eradicate the 
human race. 

Upon learning the fate of the world, Yuli announces it’s his sole personal mission to find Penny. 
But Somnium doesn’t give him that option—warning that just as easily as it was able to ReProduct Yuli, 
it can deactivate him. So they make a deal: for every infected Legion of Gaiorium Yuli takes out, 
Somnium will ReProduct one human of Yuli’s choice. Yuli is equipped with a power suit called a PURGE 
DEMON and together he and Minerva, who can defend but not attack, move out on their first mission. 

Returning from having successfully taken out his first Legion, Yuli requests Somnium bring back 
Penny only to discover she isn’t stored in the Somnium server—they aren’t sure where she’s stored. So 
Yuli instead works to bring back, one by one, a team of ReProducts that can continue to help him defeat 
the Legions and get closer to Gaiorium—and hopefully Penny. 

Gaiorium learns Yuli has been ReProducted and ReProducts Ray the Black as its attack human to 
destroy Yuli and his crew. A colossal confrontation between men and machines leaves Gaiorium 
dismantled and Ray the Black incapacitated. Next Yuli and his team need to decipher whether or not 
Somnium is still running the correct program, Plan A, in which all humans will eventually be 
ReProducted.  

But Somnium refuses to let them reboot its system, Yuli must link into the now-disabled 
Gaiorium server body and has the ultimate showdown with Somnium, server to server. What Yuli and 



his team discover about Somnium is shocking—and reveals that their efforts to restore Earth and the 
human race to what they once were is far from over.  


